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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

RESEARCH MFJ40}?ANDUM

A STUDY OF SERVICE-IMPOSED MANEUVERS OF FOUR JET FIGHTER

AIRPLANES IN RELATION TO THEIR HANDLING QUALITIES

AND CALCULATED DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

By John P. Mayer cmd Harold A. Hamer

SUMMARY

Results from a flight program conducted to obtain information on
the airplane response and actual rates and amounts of control motion
used by service pilots in performance of squadron operational training
missions with jet fighter airplanes are correlated with the airplane
handling qualities and calculated maximum dynamic response. The corre-
lation indicates that the service pilots in general made use of the
static capabilities of their airplanes over most of the speed range as

limited either by the control stops or control forces. The maximum
responses measured in these service training operations, however, were
considerably less than the maximum calculated dynamic response. In
longitudinal maneuvers, it is indicated that the pilots have a tendency
to maneuver the airplane near its natural frequency.

From the results of the calculations of maximum dynamic response for
the North American F-86 airplane, it is indicated that pitching accelera-
tions greater than 16 radians per second per second are theoretically
within the range of the pilot and airplane capabilities, whereas the high-
est value obtained in the tests was about 2 radians per second per second.
For lateral maneuvers the calculations indicate that the highest vertical-
tail loads for the F-86 airplane could generally be obtained in fishtail
maneuvers; however, the calculations indicate that, if rolling pull-out
maneuvers were made near the maximum lift coefficient, the vertical-tail
loads obtained could be greater than those obtained in fishtail manauvers.
The transverse load factors measured in the present tests were much less
than those theorctically obtainable.

INTRODUCTION

In order to obtain' information on the airplane response and the
amounts and rates of control used by service pilots in operational
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training missions, the National Advisory Coirdttee for Aeronautics with
the cooperation of the U. S. Air Force and the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department, has conducted a flight prtgram with several jet-propelled
fighter airplanes. Information of this type is needed in order to assist
in improving design-load criteria.

In reference 1 the results from this program have previously been
summarized as envelopes of the maximum values of the measured quantities
and the data were compared with design requirements. In addition, a
limited statistical analysis was presented. The purpose of this paper
is to correlate the results previously obtained in these tests with the
airplane stability and handling qualities and compare the maximum values
of the measured quantities with the theoretical maximum values obtainable
in dynamic maneuvers.

SYMBOLS

b wing span, ft

c wing mean aerodynamic chord, f1

CI, C2,C3,... constants appearing in lateral equations of motion

C1B rate of change of airplane rolling-moment coefficient
with angle of sideslip, aCz•a, per radian

C1 Zrate of change of airplane rolling-moment coefficient
P with Wb/2V, per radian

rate of change of airplane rolling-moment coefficient
Cir with jb/2V, per radian

C 8 A rate of change of airplane rolling-moment coefficient
with total aileron deflection, )Cj/BA, per radian

Cnj3 rate of change of airplane yawing-moment coefficient
with angle of sideslip, cCn/60, per radian

Cnp rate of change of airplane yawing-moment -coefficient
with Ob/2V, per radian

Cnr rate of change of airplane yawing-moment coefficient
with jb/2V, per radian

rate of change of airplane yawing-moment coefficient

with total aileron deflection, oCn/bA, per radian
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Cy rate of change of airplane lateral-force coefficient with
angle of sideslip, 6Cy/6P, per radian

SCmo zero-lift wing-fuselage pitching-moment coefficient

CrowF wing-fuselage pitching-moment coefficient

CNwF wing-fuselage normal-force coefficient

d distance from airplane center of gravity to aerodynamic
center of wing-fuselage combination, ft

FE elevator stick force, lb

g acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2

SIX airplane moment of inertia about longitudinal axis,
slug-ft 2

--),airplane moment of inertia about lateral axis, slug-ft 2

airplane moment of inertia about vertical axis, slug-ft 2

IXZ airplane product of inertia, slug-ft 2

K1,K2,K3,... dimensional constants appearing in longitudinal equations
of motion

IT horizontal-tail load, lb

m airplane mass, W/g, slugs

n normal load factor

no initial value of normal load factor (used in rolling
pull-out solution)

nT transverse or lateral load factor

q dynamic pressure, 1/2 pV 2, lb/ft,

qc impact pressure, lb/ft 2

S total wing area, ft 2

S~CONFIDENTIAL
4
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t time, sec

T9 0  time to roll 900, sec

V true airspeed, ft/sec

Vi indicated airspeed, knots

W airplane gross weight, lb

x t distance from airplane center of gravity to aerodynamic
center of horizontal tail, ft

airplane angle of sideslip (defined herein as angle
between longitudinal axis and projection of relative
wind in horizontal plane of airplane), radians (except
when noted otherwise)

Peff effective angle of sideslip used in fishtail and rolling
pull-out calculations

time rate of change of angle of sideslip, radians/sec

A increment

BA aileron deflection (total, except when noted otherwise),
radians (except when noted otherwise)

BE elevator deflection, radians (except when noted otherwise)

BE maximum calculated elevator deflection, radians

BElim elevator deflection limit, radians (except when noted
Elim otherwise)

6E elevator deflection rate, radians/see

6Emax maximum calculated elevator deflection rate, radians/sec

bElim elevator deflection rate limit, radians/sec

5IR rudder deflection, radians (except when noted otherwise)

0 pitching angular velocity, radians/sec

CONF IDENTIAL
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80 initial value of pitching angular velocity (used in
rolling pull-out solution), radians/sec

d0max maximum calculated pitching angular velocity, radians/sec

6pitching angular acceleration, radians/sec 2

Umax maximum calculated pitching angular acceleration,

radLans/sec
2

p mass density of air, slug/ft 3

0 angle of bank, radians

0 rolling angular velocity, radians/sec

0 rolling angular acceleration, radians/sec 2

SAn phase angle between pitching angular acceleration and
incremental normal load factor, deg

yawing angular velocity, radians/see

yawing angular acceleration, radians/sec2

W angular frequency, radians/sec

ahn natural angular frequency, radians/see

A bar over symbol represents maximum value and represents
absolute value.

AIRPLANIS

The airplanes for which measurements were available were service
models of the North American F-86A, McDonnell FMH-2, Republic F-84G,
and Lockheed F-94B. All were low-wing jet-propelled fighter-type air-
planes, the F-86A having a swept wing and empennage. All were equipped
with hydraulic aile 'in boost. In addition, the elevator for the F-86A
was hydraullcally , sted and was equipped with an adjustable stabilizer.
A rate restrictor s also incorporated in the F-86A elevator control
system and restricted the elevator rate to about 450 per second.

In the tests, the F-86A and F-94B airplanes were flown, for the
most part, without external fuel tanks and the F2H-2 and F-84G airplanes
were flown, for the most part, with external fuel tanks.
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Except for the addition of sideslip and angle-of-attack booms
neither the external appearance nor the weight and balance of the air-
planes was altered by the addition of the NACA instrumentation. Three-
view drawings of the airplanes are presented in figure 1. Dimensions
and physical characteristics of the airplanes are given in table 1.

INSTRUMENTATION AND TESTS

The airplanes used during the flight program were fully instrumented
with standard NACA photographically recording instruments which measured
(1) the quantities defining the flight conditions, such as airspeed and
altitude, (2) the imposed control-surface motions, and (3) the response
of the airplane in terms of load factors, angular velocities, angular
accelerations, and angle of sideslip.

The maximum errors estimated for the measured quantities given in
this paper are as follows:

Control-surface angle, deg .............. .................. 0.7
Normal load factor ............ ...................... .... ±0.1
Transverse load factor ................ .................... .±0.03
Pitching angular velocity, radian/see ......... ............ ±0.03
Rolling angular velocity, radian/sec . ... 0.15
Yawing angular velocity, radian/sec . .. ............. ±0.02
Pitching angular acceleration, radian/sec2 . . . . . .. . . . . -. .. .. +0.1

Angle of sideslip, deg ................ .................... ±0.7

More complete details of the instrumentation are given in reference 1.

All flights obtained during the program were performed by service
pilots undergoing regular squadron operational training. Data were
recorded continuously throughout a flight and were recorded only during
those flights in which the mission was scheduled to include a large
number of maneuvers. The primary missions were usually acrobatics,
ground gunnery, aerial gunnery, or dive-bombing and the maneuvers
recorded during the program included most of the tactical maneuvers
that were within the capabilities of the individual airplanes. These
maneuvers were performed at altitudes up to approximately 35,000 feet
and at airspeeds varying from the stalling airspeed to the maximum
service limit airspeed. Most of Lhe maneuvers were performed in rela-
tively smooth air. No attempt was made to specify the type or severity
of maneuvers.

During the test program a total flight time of about 60 hours was
recorded. However, since the pilots were requested to perform as many
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maneuvers as practical during each flight the data are believed to be
representative of many more hours than were actually recorded.

A total of 42 service pilots participated with no one pilot
accounting for more than 20 percent of the maneuver time obtained for
the particular make airplane. Although the pilots were aware of the
instrumentation, it was stressed that this was not to restrict their
normal handling of the airplane since they would not be personally
identified with the test results.

ORGANIZATION OF DATA AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS

In the presentation of the data the results are presented in three
groups: (1) longitudinal characteristics, (2) rolling characteristics,
and (3) sideslip characteristics. For these three groups the envelopes
of the various quantities obtained in these tests for each airplane are
compared with the airplane stability and control characteristics. Also,
for the longitudinal and sideslip groups, the test envelopes are com-
pared with the maximum values theoretically possible under dynamic con-
ditions. In the longitudinal case, calculations are made only for the
F-86A airplane and are compared with overall envelopes representing
boundaries for all the test airplanes. In the sideslip group, the cal-
culations are made, for the most part, for the F-86A and F-84 airplanes
and are compared with the test envelopes of the individual airplanes.
The calculations for the F-84 airplane are based on earlier models
(A through D) which had a fuselage that was 18 inches shorter than that
of the test airplane.

In the data plots, only those maximum vulues which helped to
establish the envelopes are shown. In general, the test boundaries
are established by considering only those maneuvers where controlled
flight is maintained. The envelopes of the diata representing other
flight conditions such as low-speed stalls, snap rolls, and lateral
oscillations are also shown, superimposed on the main test boundary.
Further discussion regarding the basic data and the construction of the
envelopes, both for the individual airplanes and the combination rep-
resenting all the test airplanes, may be found in reference 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results presented in this paper for the F-86A, F2H-2, F-84G,.
and the F-94B airplanes are compared with the results of tests pre-
sented in references 2 to 8. Tn some cases the airplanes from these
references are not the same models as those used in the present flight
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program. However, the dimensions and physical characteristics for
each type airplane are the same, except for minor differences in some
of the airplanes regarding external-fuel-tank location.

Since many of the quantities to be discussed are related to and
limited by the airplane V-n diagram, the maximum positive and negative
normal load factors and corresponding indicated airspeeds reached with
each airplane were taken from reference 1 and are presented as figure 2
in this paper.

Longitudinal Characteristics

Elevator position and force.- The envelopes of maximum elevator
angles obtained are shown in figure 3. Also shown in figure 3 are the
elevator angles necessary to reach the V-n envelope in gradual maneuvers
as derived from references 2, 5, 7, and 8. For the F-86A airplane
values are shown for stabilizer angles of 00 and 20, airplane nose up,
which correspond to the minimum and average trim stabilizer angles used
in these tests, respectively. It may be noted from figure 3 that the
elevator angles used equaled or exceeded the static values necessary
to reach the limits of the V-n diagram in the regions where these limits
(see fig. 2) were reached in the operational maneuvers. The angles
shown above the static curve were associated with more rapid maneuvers
such as abrupt pull-outs, turns, and rolls where a larger elevator
angle was used than was necessary to reach a given steady value of load
factor.

Since stick forces were not measured in the present tests the
forces were derived from stick force data of references 3, 5, 7, and 8
and are presented in figure 4. In figure 4 the maximum elevator stick
forces necessary to reach the V-n envelope at low altitudes are com-
pared with the minimum and maximum force requirements of references 9
and 10. The stick forces for all the test airplanes were within the
maximum and minimum stick force requirements except for the F-84G air-
plane where the elevator forces would appear to be higher than the
maximum forces specified by the requirements. The stick forces required
for the F-86A airplane to reach the V-n envelope appear to be within
the limits given by the requirements; however, the curve shown does not
indicate the stick force reversal which occurs at the pitch up. At
high altitudes the stick forces at the limits of the V-n diagram are
very low because of this force reversal. In the present tests the test
airplane did encounter pitch up but at altitudes less than 15,000 feet.
The elevator stick forces for the F2H-2 and F-94B airplanes are near
the minimum requirement at high speeds.

Pitching acceleration.- Pitching angular acceleration is one of
the important parameters in the determination of horizontal-tail loads.
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If the rolling and yawing motions of the airplane are small, the
horizontal-tail load in any maneuver could be given by

IT=Cmo qs x-L + nW d x
xt xt xt

or

Cm qB- + nW_ _l (2)
xtNWF xt

Thus, if the maximum pitching accelerations could be predicted, the
maximum incremental horizontal-tail loads could be calculated. In
reference 1 the maxirnn pitching accelerations obtained in operational
training are compared with several design methods or requirements.
This plot taken from reference 1 is shown in figure 5 as a matter of
interest. The curves for the design methods or requirements shown in
figure 5 are either empirical or based on performing a single abrupt
maneuver to the limit load factor from 1 g flight. (Refs. 1 and 1i
to 15.)

In order to show the theoretical maximum pitching acceleration
obtainable in flight, calculations were made for the F-86 airplane in
which the airplane was maneuvered sinusoidally to the load-factor limits.
In these computations the equation of motion was expressed as in
reference 16.

*A + Kl1+ K2n K.ME + K86 E + KýE (3)

and in terms of e as

+K1 + K2  K E + K6 0

The amplitude ratio in/REI for a sinusoidal-control. moticy may be
shown to be

K 2cw2 + (K7 _ K9 W2))

I CONFIDENTIAL
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The amplitude ratio jW/ EI is

_(K2 _ 02)2 + K1
20)2

and the amplitude ratio 1/ths enEo is

K2 - j2) 2 + Kl2cJ2

The phase angle between and. n is then

On= tan-1 K6  - tan-1  K Kcjý (8)

The stability derivatives for the K constants required in the above
"eeuations were obtained from wind-tunnel tests. (See refs. 17 and 18.)

Typical frequency-response curves calculated for the F-86 airplane

are shown in figure 6 for a speed of 300 knots at sea level. The

absolute values for the amplitude ratios V•./E1, H/E, and I/EI
are shown as well as the phase angle between 9 and n.

In figure 7 calculated values of the elevator angle, maximum
elevator rate, maximum pitching velocity, and maximum pitching accel-
eration are shown plotted against angular frequency. These values
were obtained from the frequency-response curves given in figure 6 for
a sinusoidal maneuver from a load factor of -3 to a load factor of 7.33
at an airspeed of 300 knots at sea level. It can be seen that the max-
imum pitching acceleration increases throughout the frequency range
shown and would finally be limited either by the amount of elevator
available or by the highest elevator rate obtainable. The largest ele-
vator angle available was 0.458 radian (26.250) and the highest elevator
rate was assumed to be 3.5 radians per second (2000 per second). Also
indicated in figure 7 is the maximum pitching acceleration for an
elevator rate. of 0.785 radian per second (450 per second) which corre-
sponds to the maximum elevator rate obtainable with F-86A airplanes
equipped with elevator rate restrictors.

Calculations similar to those of figures 6 and 7 were made for
the F-86A airplane for several additional airspeeds at sea level and for
an airspeed of 400 knots at 20,000 feet. The results are shown plotted
against airspeed in figures 8 to 10 along with the results obtained in
the test program with operational airplanes.
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In figure 8 the maximum calculated pitching acceleration is shown
for two cases. In the first case the airplane is maneuvered sinusoidally
from its negative load-factor limits to its positive load-factor limits
as defined by the V-n diagram. (See fig. 2.) At low speeds the maximum
load factors are associated with maximum lift and at high speeds the
maximum load factors are the design limit load factors (-3 and 7.33).

4i In the second case the airplane is maneuvered sinusoidally from the
/4 1 g level-flight condition to its positive maximum load-factor limits.

The maximum pitching accelerations shown for the two cases are limited
by reaching the elevýtor deflection limit (0.458 radian) or by reaching
the highest possible elevator rates (3.5 radians per second or 0.785 radian
per second).

It may be seen in figure 8 that maximum pitching accelerations as
high as 16 radians per second per second are theoretically possible and,
as indicated in figure 6, the maximum negative pitching acceleration
would be approximately in phase with the maximum positive normal load
factor (and vice versa). This condition results in maximum horizontal-
tail loads in subsonic flight. It may be noted that the points shown
for an altitude of 20,000 feet are approximately the same as those for
sea-level conditions when plotted against indicated airspeed.

In figure 9 maximum pitching accelerations are shown for a sinus-
oidal maneuver at two constant angular frequencies and at the natural
frequency of the airplane. Also shown is the test boundary from the
present tests. Pitching accelerations are shown for angular frequencies
of 6.28 and 3.14 radians per second which correspond to a time to reach
maximum load factor of 0.5 second and 1 second, respectively, and for
the undamped natural frequency of the airplane c = F2.

It can be seen in figure 9 that the maximum pitching acceleration
at a constant angular frequency decreases with airspeed at the higher
speeds whereas the maximum pitching acceleration at the airplane natural
frequency is proportional to the load factor and remains about the same
at speeds above that of the upper left-hand corner of the V-n diagram.
It is of interest to note that the maximum pitching accelerations
obtained in the present tests of service airplanes are approximately
the same as those calculated at the airplane undamped natural frequency
at speeds up to 350 knots. This result would tend to confirm the belief
that pilots have a tendency to maneuver the airplane near its natural
frequency. At the higher speeds the natural frequency is higher and
therefore the time to reach maximum load factor would be less than at
low speeds. The lower values of the experimental pitching accelerations
at the higher speeds are probably due to the hesitancy of pilots to
perform rapid high load-factor maneuvers at high speeds.

The variation of maximum pitching acceleration in maneuvering from
1 g to the positive load-factor limits is shown in figure 10. Values are
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shown for the case of figure 8 where the pitching acceleration is
limited either by reaching the elevator limits or by reaching a limiting
elevator rate, for the case of figure 9 where the pitching acceleration
is shown for a constant angular frequency, and for the case where the
airplane is maneuvered at its natural frequency. Also shown are the
maximum pitching accelerations calcvlated by the method of reference 11
in which the airplane is maneuvered from 1 g to its positive load-factor
limits with a minimum time to reach the maximum load factor of about
0.5 second as well as the maximum pitching accelerations measured in
the service training operations.

In figure 10 it is noted that the maximum pitching accelerations
calculated by maneuvering the airplane sinusoidally at a constant angular
frequency of 6.28 radians per second are approximately the same as those
of the method of reference 11. In both cases the time to reach maximum
load factor is about 0.5 second. The maximum pitching acceleration that
could be reached with the limit elevator rate, however, is almost three
times as high as that calculated for a very abrupt maneuver or with an
angular frequency of 6.28 radians per second. The maximum pitching
accelerations measured in the present test program and the pitching
accelerations calculated at the airplane natural frequency are less
"than one half the values that could be obtained in an abrupt maneuver

or a pitching oscillation at c = 6.28 radians per second.

It is evident that values of the pitching acceleration as high as
16 radians per second per second calculated by using the limiting
characteristics of the pilot and airplane are probably unreasonable to
use in tail-load design since the maneuvers necessary to produce such
accelerations would be of negligible order of probability. On the other
hand, the maximum pitching accelerations of from 5 to 6 radians per second
per second shown in figure 10 obtained by the method of reference 11 or
by using a constant value of the angular frequency W - 6.28 are values
that could be reached if the pilots maneuvered the airplane in the
manner specified. Pitching accelerations of this order have been obtained
in research and structural integrity flight tests of fighter airplanes.
In the present limited tests of jet fighter airplanes, it is indicated
that the pilots tend to maneuver their airplanes near the airplane
natural frequency which involves maximum pitching accelerations of less
than three radians per second per second.

Pitching angular velocity.- In figure 11 the maximum calculated
pitching velocities are compared with the experimental values obtained
in service training operations. The maximum calculated pitching veloc-
ities were obtained in a pitching oscillation from the negative load-
factor limit to the positive load-factor limit and from 1 g to the
positive load-factor limit by using the limiting elevator angles or
rates. Also shown are the values for maximum pitching velocities cal-
culated for a constant angular frequency of 6.28 radians per second,
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the values calculated for the airplane natural frequency, and the values
calculated by the method of reference 11 for a time to reach P peak load
factor of about 0.5 second.

It may be seen that pitching velocities as high as 1.6 radians per
second may be obtained within the limitations of the pilot and airplane.
In abrupt pull-ups and at a-constant pitching angular frequency of
6.28 radians per second, pitching velocities of about 1 radian per sec-
ond are possible. Except in stalls, the highest pitching velocity
measured in the present tests was about 0.5 radian per second. As was
the case for pitchirg acceleration the pitching velocities calculated
at the airplane natural frequency are near tne experimental values
except at the higher speeds.

Rolling Characteristics

Aileron angles .- The maximum aileron angles obtained in the service
operational training are shown in figure 12 as well as the maximum
angles available as derived from references 4, 6, 7, and 8. The maxi-
mum available aileron angle shown is, for low speeds, the full aileron
deflection and, for higher speeds, the aileron deflection as limited by
30 pounds stick force or maximum boost. The F-8&G airplane was the only
airplane to use full aileron and these points were mostly obtained in
stalls at low speeds. The F-86, the F-84, and the F-94 aileron angles
used appeared to be limited by aileron forces or boost limitations at
high speeds. The aileron angles used with the F2H airplane reached
the limits only in a narrow speed range near 350 knots.

Ob/2V.- The maximum values of the helix angle ib/2V obtained in
the present tests are shown in figure 13 along with the maximum values
obtainable in abrupt aileron rolls from level flight (refs. 4, 6, 7,
and 8). The values of Ob/2V shown correspond to the aileron angles
given in figure'12. At the highest speeds all the test airplanes, with

¶ - the exception of the F2H airplane, reached or approached the maximum
values obtainable in abrupt aileron rolls. The F2H airplane did not
approach its rolling capabilities except in a small speed range near
350 knots. The F-86 airplane did not make use of its full rolling
capabilities at speeds below 300 knots whereas the F-84 and F-94 air-
planes approached or reached their rolling capabilities at all speeds.
Very high values of fb/2V were measured with the F-84 airplane in
uncontrolled maneuvers (snap rolls and stalls) which exceeded the values
that would be obtained in abrupt aileron rolls from level flight.

It can be seen in figure 13 that all the test airplanes used maxi-
mum values of .- b/2V up to 0.07 or 0.08 at speeds less than 300 knots
even though higher values could have been reached for the F-86 and
F2H airplanes.

CCFIDENTIAL
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Rolling velocity.- The maximum rolling velocities measured in the
operational training program are shown in figure 14 in addition to the
maximum rolling velocities obtainable in aileron rolls from level flight
at sea level and at an altitude of 30,000 feet. The experimental val-
ues shown were obtained under accelerated flight as well as level-flight
conditions. The maximum rolling velocities reached were from about 2.0
to 2.4 radians per second in controlled flight except for the F2H air-
plane where maximum rolling velocities of about 1.7 radians per second
were reached. In uncontrolled flight rolling velocities up to 3.5 rad-
ians per second were .obtained with the F-84G airplane. It may be noted
that the experimental data approximate the shapes of the maximum curves
fairly well with the exception of the F2H airplane at high speeds.

Time to roll 900.- In figure 15 the minimum times to roll 900 in
the present tests with service airplanes are compared with the minimum
times to roll 900 for each of the airplanes calculated with a hypothet-
ical rolling maneuver where the rolling velocity was a step function.
The step rolling velocities used are those labeled limit in figure 14.
For the F-94 airplane the curve for 30,000 feet is also shown, and for
the F-84 airplane curves are shown for wing-tip tanks on and off. The
minimum time required to roll 900 varied from 1 to 1.5 seconds for the
test airplanes whereas the absolute minimum varies from about 0.6 to
1.0 second for sea-level conditions.

Sideslip Characteristics

Rudder angle.- The maximum rudder angles measured in the tests
during service operational training are shown in figure 16 as well as
the limit rudder angle and the rudder angle for 180 pounds pedal force
as deriied from references 4, 6, 7, and 8. The rudder angles used were
less than the maximum available rudder angles except in stalled maneuvers
where the limits were approached or reached with F-86 and F-84 airplanes;
however, at airspeeds above 250 knots it is indicated that the rudder
angles used were limited by high pedal forces for the test airplanes.

Sideslip angle.- The maximum sideslip angles measured are shown in
figure 17 in addition to the sideslip angles obtainable in steady side-
slips as limited either by reaching the rudder-angle limits or 180 pounds
pedal force. Above an airspeed of about 250 knots, the sideslip angles
reached or exceeded the sideslip angles for 180 pound pedal force for
all the test airplanes. Most of these large sideslip angles were obtained
in rolling maneuvers. At the lower speeds the sideslip angles reached
with the test airplanes did not approach these limits except for the
F-84G airplane in stalls. (It should be noted that, as indicated in
reference 1, sideslip angles were not measured in all the flights with
the F-86A airplane.)
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Comparison of maximum measured sideslip characteristics with maxi-
munm theoretical values.- The maximum measured sideslip characteristics
are compared with maximum calculated values obtainable in fishtail and
rolling pull-out maneuvers in figures 18 to 27. The maximum calculated
peak values of the amplitude ratios j7WE7RI ard I ý/URJ for the F-86A
and F-84 airplanes in level-flight fishtail maneuvers were obtained
directly from reference 19 and are determined for the frequency response
to a sinusoidal rudder input at altitudes of 1,000 and 20,000 feet. The
maximum values of 0 and i were obtained for the maximum rudder angles
as limited by the rudder-angle limits or by reaching 180 pounds rudder
pedal force. (See fig. 16.) Values of maximum l were then calculated
from the expression

1(9)
For the rolling pull-out maneuvers, calculations were made only

for the F-86A airplane at an altitude of 1,000 feet and 20,000 feet.
As in reference 20, the calculations were based on the three nonlinear
lateral equations of motion:

S- I - (Iy - Izo- (C +,2 V C -+ CZr qSb= CAAqSb

(10)

IZ- I xz- (IX - Iy)6 - (CnP + Cnp 2V + Cnr 2V)qSb CnsA AqSb

mV(+) + W - Cy qS = 0 (12)

These equations were linearized by assuming that the pitching velocity
was constant and equal to

bo = (no - l)g (1)
V

The cross-coupled inertia terms were then included as additions to C1r

and Cop in equations (10) and (11). Solutions were obtained over the

CONFIDENTIAL
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speed range by using the Reeves Electric Analog Computer (REAC) for
rolling pull-outs at the maximum load factor as given by the V-n diagram
of figure 2. A step aileron input was used which was equal to the maxi-
mum aileron angle as limited either by full throw or by 30 pounds stick
force. (See fig. 12.) It was assumed that the rudder was held fixed
and that the pitching velocity was constant. The maximum values of the
parameters shown are given at the first peak in the oscillation because
subsequent peaks usually were unreliable since the angles involved
exceeded the range for which equations (10) to (12) are valid. The
derivatives used in equations (10) to (12) were obtained from refer-
ences 19 and 21.

Maximum calculated values of nT obtainable in fishtail maneuvers

for the F-86A and F-84 airplanes were obtained by determining the ratio
I!T/Z;Rl to I"/FRJ at the natural frequency, which is approximately

Ln = Cnn 7 (14)SIZ

The amplitude ratios may be expressed as

/(C8  C6w2), + _(C7 -C 5AP (~

P -14 + C4 ) + (C3cn - C10~)

and

[L -lU C1 8UP + C2 ~ +(C 9  Cl~,)16

-6R gj (04 C2G_2+ C4) 2+(cwCl 2

Maximum values of nT obtainable in rolling pull-out maneuvers for the

F-86A airplane were obtained by using the approximate relationship:

n T J/S (7

The constants in equations (15) and (16) are defined as in reference 22.
In solving these equations, values for the derivatives were obtained
from references 19 and 21.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Sideslip angle: The test boundaries along with the calculated
values of sideslip angle in fishtails are shown in figures 18 and 19
for the F-86A and F-84G airplanes, respectively. Calculated values of
sideslip angle in rolling pull-outs are also shown for the F-86A in
figure 18. The angles of sideslip obtainable in fishtails appear to
be about 3 to 4 times as great as those reached with the service air-
planes. For the F-86 airplane it can be seen in figure 18 that the
sideslip angles obtainable in rolling pull-outs are lower than those
obtainable in fishtails above an airspeed of 330 knots. Below this
speed the maximum angles of sideslip calculated in rolling pull-outs
increased rapidly and were greater than those obtainable in fishtail
maneuvers. The values of the maximum sideslip angle obtainable in
rolling pull-outs are not shown at lower speeds since the angles of
sideslip and roll obtained from the calculations were much larger than
those for which equations (10) to (12) are valid. The results indicated,
however, that the maximum sideslip angle in rolling pull-outs increased
with airspeed and reached a peak at about 300 knots and then decreased
abruptly as shown in figure 18.

Pq and transverse load factor: In figures 20 and 21 are shown
the values of the parameter Pq for the F-86A and F-84G airplanes andin figures 22 and 23 the transverse load factors for the two airplanes

are shown. The parameter Oq is given since it is roughly proportional
to the vertical-tail load. For sideslip angles greater than l00, the
parameter Pq is based on an effective value of 0; that is, the value
of the sideslip angle is reduced in proportion to the decrease in slope
of the lateral-force curve with sideslip angle. The variation of the
effective sideslip angle Aeff used with the true sideslip angle P

is shown in figure 20. It can be noted that the maximum lift on the
vertical surface is assumed to occur at a sideslip angle of 250. The
transverse load factors have also been corrected for maximum lift and
nonlinearity in the side-force curve in a similar manner.

It is indicated in figures 20 to 23 that the side loads obtainable
in fishtail and rolling pull-out maneuvers are considerably greater
than those obtained in the tests in service operations. For the F-86
airplane it can be seen in figure 22 that side loads were obtained in
uncontrolled lateral oscillations which were equal in magnitude to those
obtained in controlled maneuvers.

From the calculations of fishtail and rolling pull-out maneuvers
for the F-86 airplane it iR ,dicated that the largest side loads are
produced in fishtail maneui. 's at the higher speeds. Below an airspeed
of about 330 knots, however, it is indicated that the rolling pull-out
is the critical maneuver. The abrupt increase in side load in rolling
pull-outs at these speeds for the particular airplane is caused by the
maneuver being performed near maximum lift where the lateral derivatives
have large changes with angle of attack.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Yawing velocity and acceleration: The maximum yawing velocities
for the F-86A and F-84G airplanes are shown in figures 24 and 25, respec-
tively, and the yawing angular accelerations are shown in figures 26
and 27, respectively. As was the case for the other lateral parameters,
the maximum values of yawing velocity and acceleration obtained in the
service tests were considerably below the maximum calculated values
except for the yawing velocities in the calculated rolling pull-out
maneuver for the F-86 airplane. (See fig. 24.) In this case the maxi-
mum yawing velocities obtained in the service tests approached those
calculated for the rolling pull-out maneuver at the highest speeds.
Again it can be noted in figures 24 and 26 that the calculated results
indicate that the highest yawing velocities and accelerations are obtained
in fishtail maneuvers at high speeds but that rolling pull-outs may result
in higher values at lower speeds.

CONCLUDING REMARlKS

From the results of this paper it is indicated that the service
pilots in general made use of the static capabilities of their airplanes
over most of the speed range as limited by control stops or control
forces. The maximum response obtained in these service training oper-
ations, however, was considerably less than the theoretically obtain-
able maximum dynamic response. It is indicated that the pilots have
a tendency to maneuver the airplane longitudinally near its natural
frequency.

The results of the calculations of maximum dynamic response indi-
cate that pitching accelerations greater than 16 radians per second per
second are theoretically within the range of pilot and airplane capa-
bilities for the F-86 airplane whereas the highest value obtained in
the present tests was about 2 radians per second per second. For lateral
maneuvers it is indicated that the highest vertical-tail loads for the
F-86 airplane would generally be obtained in fishtail maneuvers; however,
when rolling pull-out maneuvers were made near the maximum lift coef-
ficient the vertical-tail loads obtained could be considerably greater
than those obtained in fishtail maneuvers. The transverse load factors
measured in the present tests were much less than those theoretically
obtainable.

Langley Aeronautical laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., April 29, 1955.
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TAMLE I. - DIMENSIOS AND PHYSICAL CRAPACTEISTICS OF THE TEST AIRPIANES

Airplane
Component Ite unit

F-86A F2-2 P-84O F-9i.B

Sel~ nmbr SAF 48f85B• mnme USAF 51-835 USAF 51-5380ASAF 49- ] 123256

Tt.i are. (incloding portion
covered by focellge) aq ft 287.9 294.1 261.0 25J.0

Span (.ithoot tip toaok) in. 145., 500.8 k38.8 451.5

(4cm orodynaic chord in. 97.0 88.4 8B.8 80.6

Lateral loeation of mean
cerodynneic chord nornal to in. 98.7 111.0 9B.5 92.0
fuselage reference line

Vertical lonation of ean
acrodynamic chord normal to
and below fuselage in. 25.7 0.4 2.4 13.4
reference line

Dietanee from nose to leading
edge of man carodynamic in. 160, 197.0 169.6 210.9

Wing nhcod

Aspect ratio 4.79 5.89 5.10 5.96

Taper ratio, Tip chord 0.51 0.52 0.57 O.38
Root chord

Rceephaek of 25-percent- deg 55.2 .............
chord line

Incidence of rnot chord deg 1.0 -0.5 0.0 1.0

Incidence of tip chord deg -1.0 -0.5 -2.0 -0.5

Dihedral deg 3.0 3.0 5.0 3.5

Root aiefoil section MA 0012-846 64,45-1512-9 BACA 65112-214

(sodified) RA 65-1" (12 percent thic1)

iACA 0011-61 NAA 65-209 R4,45-1512-.9 NASA 69112-212
Tip ea dl. ecio n (-oified) (12 percent thick)

Total es (one) sq ft 18.6 9.1 16.1 8.8

gintio c Se l t nO o ce- den Up 15 Up 20 Up 17.2 Up 20
eDow 15 Does 20 Doca 15.2 Don 20

Total see (including
portion covered by eq ft 35.0 69.8 18.1. 47.8

- fuselage)

o1p.n In. 155.0 224.7 179.3 199.0

iWan aerodynasl .bhord in. 34.7 4.7.4 4O.1 38.2

Lateral location of mean
nerodyn aic chord normal in. 58.5 49.6 41.5 38.5
to fuseisge reference line

3 Vertical lcation of man
aerodynamic chord normal to in. 23.5 53.0 27.5 28.4"anS above fuselage
reference line

Horizontal
teil Tail lengtb (25 percent of"ning M.A.C. to 25 percent In. 222.3 205.1 217.0 190.-

of hcrizont-tnil MAC.)

*Aspect ratio 4.65 4.65 4.65 5,75

Taper rat 0, Tip chord

Root chord i.5  
0.6 0 0.56 0.36

Scenpback of 25-percent. deg 4.6 .............
chord line

Incidence den A•diu.týle 0.4 0.0 0.5

Dihedral dee 10.0 0.0 5.0 0.0

Airfoil section BACA 0010-6,4 BAA 6S(10)-oll A4,40-010 NACA 65-010

0t1l 1ar - (one) .q It 5.1 9.k 8.5 4.4

letlrp 5 UP 15 U. 25 Up78

levator gtatic i deg 110cc 13.5 Do1 15 Don 10 Doan 17.5

C E
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TABLE I.- DDIMSIONS AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST AlPI.mP S - Concluded

Airplane -
Component Item Unit Airplane

F-86A FR-2 FP-8A4 F-94B

Stnbilcer Leading-edge limits of oinii.eStravel deg (upw .OJ Fixed Fixed Fixed

Total area (including
portion above fuselage
and excluding dorsal uq ft 33.4 38.9 30.9 22.5
or ventral wea)

span (from fuselage

contour) in. 90.2 86.o 86.0 77.0

K-an oerodynanie chord in. 57.5 67.3 63.0 48.3

Vertical location of mean
aerodynamic chord aboe. 1n. 38.5 57.6 28.3 23.5
fuselage nontoor

Verticel location of mean
Vertical tail anrodYnomie chord normal

to and above fuselage in. 3557 77.6 43.5 58.1

reference line

Tail length (25 percent of
wing (.A.C. to 25 percent in. 201.3 205.4 218.3 193.5

of vortical-tail M.A.C.)

Aspent ratio 1.74 1.34 2.23 1.83

Tapýer ratio, Tip chord 0.36 o.45 0.39 o.4O
Root chord -

Sweepback of 25-percent-
chord line dog 35.0

Airfoil section NACA 0011-64 0ACA

65( l0)-0ll R4,40-olo MAOA 65-010

Total area aq ft 8.1 10.1 10.0 5.3

SRudder fRight 27.5 Right 20 Right 23.5 Right 30
SStatic lirto de t� left "2.5 Left 20 Left 23.5 Left 30

Total length (excluding

noae boom) in. 412.4 481.8 461.4 481.3

Fuselage Maximum width in. 60.0 46.9 49.9 56.0

Frontal area (excluding

Canopy) eq ft 20.0 (approx.) 15.7 17.0 17.0 (approx.)

S r Total effective frontal 8.' 6
aeSpeed brakes aq ft 8.6 including 3.4 5.0Sareacutouts

Weight empty (one, Ib ---------.... 200 178 190
Tin, tanks

Capacity (one) gal 200 230 230

Weight and *-asured airplane weight lb a
1 1 4

,
2 20  

b1 7 ,54
o b

15
,440 a 15 , 1 60

loeation of
center of Ceeter-of-eravity

Iraity locatien correapading .A.C. 20.8 26.8 2. 27.
(fall ae oic) above weight

Correnponding ceight lb aL2,6oo b 16 , 5 20  b,5c440 al1 650Estimated

moments of iX (roll) alug-fI2 6,700 19,00O 18,600 11,900
inetia for

aIght ly (pitch) slug-ft
2  

16,500 26,300 21,300 26,600

aZ (Yaw) Glug•ft
2  

21,700 42,700 38,900 37,800

P .. rpiot enerel Electric WeatinehouAe Aa-ison
-eer 4E7cti (two) Allison J-33-A-)9

j J-35-A-29 with after-

RNo etereal t.&.
bTlp trnks on but empty,
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0632 
-

F-86AF2 2
24 - Ltdts,deg Llmlts,do@

down 17.5 down 15

Stabilizer1
angle -0 dog - Test boundary

-Maximum for stall ar service

0

0

CLF-84G F-94B
Litnis~deaLimits,deg

24 Un 38dwn17.5

70

0

8 2
0 2 4 6XI100 2 4 6x102

Indicated oirspeed,V ,knots

Figure 3.- comparison of test results with maximum elevator angles
needed to reach stall or the service limit normal load factor in
gradual maneuvers.
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7 14 2.8

6 12 2.4

emax--/

I I0 2.0

Cl) 0 i/i) c0-

.2 (n W~0
0 N 4 1.6 N

CC
~C0

F 3- 6 x 1.2 x

L w 2

en'ax-

S~-SE max

II2 .4
"0-.785

radian/sec

00 0
0 2 4 6 8 10

Angular frequency, w ,radians/sec

Figure 7.- Maximum control and respor i values calculated for the
F-86A airplane maneuvering sinus- •. •lly between the upper and
lower limits of the design V-n dl gram foil an airspeed of
300 knots at sea level.
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20
0 Neg limit •-n• pos limit

E] I 5- n i pos limit

(D10
U 16SE (3.5 radians/sec)

._1M
12

a\

ft, 12-'

,A SCEh(0.458 radian) l/ SEmax =0.785
(D 8 11-"• ' radian/sec°4

o L

0 100 200 300 400 500

Indicated airspeed, Vj , knots
Figure 8.- Comparison of test results w/th maximum calculated pitching

accelerations obtained by maneuvering the F-86A airplane sinusoidallywith/n the V-n diagram at sea level. (Symbols are for altitude of

20,000 feet.)
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10
0 - Neg limit.n5pos limit

-- -- I ln< pos limit

u, 8-,/
C

oJ =W6.28

• 6- /

2 (0.458 radian)- /
a) 40 /

_, • / Test -
- 2 - / boundary

4--

Stalls~~/

00w w 3.1450

,+0 100 200 300 400 500

Indicated airspeed, Vi, knots

Figure 9.- Comparison of test results with maximum calculated pitching
accelerations obtained by maneuvering the F-86A airplane sinusoidally
within the V-n diagram at sea level. (Symbols are for altitude of
20,000 feet.)
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14

12

1E 1• (3.5 radians/sec)

W 10U)o

C:(D)0

C3

CP

ATes

0
Fg 6 (0.458 radia) oMethod of ref II

U

acci
4 aouof t d .2i

C

0 I00 200 3500 400 500

Indicated airspeed, Vl, knots

Figure 10.- Comparison of test results with maximum calculated pitching
accelerations obtained by maneuvering the F-86A airplane sinusoidally
between a load factor of 1 and the upper limit of the design V-n dia-

gram at sea level.
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2.0
0 Neg limit !ýn pos limit
l -I ýn! pos limit

----- Method of ref II
Q 1.6 'S E

S[ (3.5 radians/ sec)

2 1.2 (0.458 radian)

* C .80

totl

Roalls

/ Test boundary

0
0 100 200 300 400 500

Indicated airspeed, Vi, knots

Figure ii.- Comparison of test results with maximum calculated pitching
velocities obtained by maneuvering the F-86A airplane sinusoidally
within the V-n diagram at sea level. (Symbols at 400 knots are for
altitude of 20,000 feet.)
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F-86A] _ _ F2H-2
loft 27.5 -left 20

2 4 - - es boundary __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

20 - Limit in steady sideslips

16
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24 i

,,,--Full rudder F-86 F2H-2.. ~20 --

16

12 -10 brudrf12-leo lb rbddier force

0 __ _

0 Operational maneuver 0 Lateral oscillation

0 Stall or spin A Take-off or landing32 -
S28 f F-84G F-94B

Test- boundary

I --- Limit in steady sideslips
S24

U) Full rudder
"* 20 _ _- __ _ _

<:•~ EE 6'-- /180 ib rudder force FuIrde

Indicated airspeed ,Vi,knots

I Figure 17l.- Comparison of' test results with maximum angles of sides~ip
]1obtainable in steady sideslips using maximum rudder control force
of 180 pounds.
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28

Sfor maximum Fishtails

sideforce Calculated rolling

24 pull-outs (20,000ft)

2U-

"-o 1,000f

crj201,000 ff

CL 16

u)

-Rolling pull-outs
12 -- (1,000 f t)

<[

4)
8--

Test boundary

0
0 100 200 300 400 500

Indicated airspeed, V1, knots

Figure 18.- Comparison of test results for the F-86A airplane with
maximum calculated values of sideslip during fishtail and rolling
pull-out maneuvers.
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32

28--
Fishtails

24 --. M for maximum
sideforce -20,000 ft

, lO00 ft

-o 20--

I-- -Stalls

(U 16-

•' 12-2

8-

4-
Test boundary-

0 I I
0 100 200 3K0 400 500

Indicated airspeed, V1, knots

Figure 19.- Comparison of test .iesults for the F-84 airplane with
maximum calculated values of sideslip during fishtail maneuvers.
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Figure 20.- Comparison of test results for the F-86A airplane with
maximum calculated values of vertical-tail load parameter pq
during fishtail and rolling pull-out maneuvers.
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Figure 21.- Comparison of test results fclr the F-84 airplane with
maximum calculated values of vertica2-tail load parameter Pq
during fishtail maneuvers.
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Figure 22.- Comparison of test results for the F-86A airplane with
maximum calculated values of transverse load factor during fish-
tail and rolling pull-out maneuvers.
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Figure 23.- Comparison of test results for the F-84 airplane with
maximum calculated values of transverse load factor during fish-
tail maneuvers.
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Figure 24.- Comparison of test results for the F-86A airplane with
maximum calculated values of yawing velocity during fishtail and
rolling pull-out maneuvers.
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Figure 25.- Comparison of test results for the F-84 airplane with
maximum calculated values of yawing velocity during fishtail
maneuvers.
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Figure 26.- Comparison of test results for the F-86A airplane with
maximum 2alculated values of yawing acceleration during fishtail
and rolling pull-out maneuvers.
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Figure 27.- Comparison of test results for the F-84 airplane with

maximum calculated values of yawing acceleration during fishtail
maneuvers.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE MATERIEL, COMMAND

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE< OHIO

FEE3 9 2002

MEMORANDUM FOR DTIC/OCQ (ZENA ROGERS)
8725 JOHN J. KINGMAN ROAD, SUITE 0944
FORT BELVOIR VA 22060-6218

FROM: AFMC CSO/SCOC
4225 Logistics Avenue, Room S 132
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-5714

SUBJECT: Technical Reports Cleared for Public Release

References: (a) HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 26 Nov 01, Security and Policy Review,
AFMC 01-242 (Atch 1)

(b) HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 19 Dec 01, Security and Policy Review,
AFMC 01-275 (Atch 2)

(c) HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 17 Jan 02, Security and Policy Review,
AFMC 02-005 (Atch 3)

1. Technical reports submitted in the attached references listed above are cleared for public
release in accordance with AFI 35-101, 26 Jul 01, Public Affairs Policies and Procedures,
Chapter 15 (Cases AFMC 0 1-242, AFMC 0 1-275, & AFMC 02-005).

2. Please direct further questions to Lezora U. Nobles, AFMC CSO/SCOC, DSN 787-8583.

LE OBLES
AFMC STINFO Assistant
Directorate of Communications and Information

Attachments:
1. HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 26 Nov 01
2. HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 19 Dec 01
3. HQ AFMC/PAX Memo, 17 Jan 02

cc:
HQ AFMC/HO (Dr. William Elliott)



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE MATERIEL COMMAND
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE OHIO

DEC 19 2001
MEMORANDUM FOR HQ AFMC/HO

FROM: HQ AFMC/PAX

SUBJECT: Security and Policy Review, AFMC 01-275

1. The reports listed in your attached letter were submitted for security and policy review LAW
AFI 35-101, Chapter 15. They have been cleared for public release.

2. If you have any questions, please call me at 77828. Thanks.

2)~ecunrity and Policy Review
Office of Public Affairs

Attachment:
Your Ltr 18 November 2001



18 December 2001

MEMORANDUM FOR: HQ AFMC/PAX
Attn: Jim Morrow

FROM: HQ AFMC/HO

SUBJECT: Releasability Reviews

1. Please conduct public releasability reviews for the following attached Defense
Technical Information Center (DTIC) reports:

a. Emergency Fuel Selector Valve Test on the J47-GE-27 Engine as Installed on F-
86F Aircraft, January 1955; DTIC No. AD- 056 013.

b. Phase II Performance and Serviceability Tests of the F-86F Airplane USAF No.
51-13506 with Pre-Turbine Modifications, June 1954; DTIC No. AD- 037 710.

c. J-47 Jet Engine Compressor Failures, 7 April 1952; DTIC No. AD- 039 818.

d. Evaluation of Aircraft Armament Installation (F-86F with 206 RK Guns) Project
Gun-Val, February 1955; DTIC No. AD- 056 763.

e. A Study of Serviced-Imposed Maneuvers of Four Jet Fighter Airplanes in Relation
to Their Handling Qualities and Calculated Dynamic Characteristics, 15 August
1955; DTIC No. AD- 068 899.

f. Fuel Booster Pump, 6 February 1953; DTIC No. AD- 007 226.

g. Flight Investigation of Stability Fix for F-86F Aircraft, 8 September 1953; DTIC
No. AD- 032 259.

h. Investigation of Engine Operational Deficiencies in the F-86F Airplane, June
1953; DTIC No. AD- 015 749.

i. Operational Suitability Test of the T-160 20mm Gun Installation in F-86F-2
Aircraft, 29 April 1954; DTIC No. AD- 031 528.

j. Engineering Evaluation of T vpe T 160 Gun and Installation in F 86 Aircraft,
September 1953; DTIC No. AD- 019 809.



k. Airplane and Engine Responses to Abrupt Throttle Steps as Determined from
Flight Tests of Eight Jet-Propelled Airplanes, September 1959; DTIC No. AD-
225 780.

1. Improved F-86F. Combat Developed, 28 January 1953; DTIC No. AD- 003 153.

m. Flight Test Progress Report No. 19 for Week Ending February 27, 1953 for
Model F-86F Airplane NAA Model No. NA-191, 5 March 1953; DTIC No. AD-
006 806.

2. These attachments have been requested by Dr. Kenneth P. Werrell, a private
researcher.

3. The AFMC/HO point of contact for these reviews is Dr. William Elliott, who may be
reached at extension 77476.

• WEBER

Command Historian

13 Attachments:
a. DTIC No. AD- 056 013
b. DTIC No. AD- 037 710
c. DTIC No. AD- 039 818
d. DTIC No. AD- 056 763
e. DTIC No. AD- 068 899
f. DTIC No. AD- 007 226
g. DTIC No. AD- 032 259
h. DTIC No. AD- 015 749
i. DTIC No. AD- 031 528
j. DTIC No. AD- 019 809
k. DTIC No. AD- 225 780
1. DTIC No. AD- 003 153
m. DTIC No. AD- 006 806


